handsome, lavishly illustrated, book promises answers to both qusestions.
After moving to London at the age of nineteen, Sloane pursued early studies in chemistry and botany. Professionally inspired by Thomas Sydenham and philosophically influenced by John Ray, Robert Boyle and Joseph de Toumefort, Sloane took up medical practice as an ideal calling that allowed him to combine work and virtuosic diversion. Like many early collectors, his habit began on youthful botanizing trips; a voyage to Jamaica saw it flourish; and growing financial security in his middle years allowed him both to gather more and more objects, and also increasingly to buy up the fruits of other collectors' industry. By Historians are all too familiar with the many episodes in the past that resemble the Nazi era of twentieth-century Germany. Such episodes were exquisitely summarized by Alessandro Manzoni, writing obstensibly of seventeeothcentury Italy: "From the inventions of the ignorant, educated men borrowed all that they could reconcile with their own ideas; from the inventions of the educated, the ignorant borrowed as much as they could understand. Out of all this emerged a confused and terrifying accumulation of public folly".' Traditionally, Manzoni's "educated" men have been politicians, soldiers, priests, lawyers and scholars. In a modern totalitarian society it is now apparent that the list must include physicians, making their own contribution to crimes against humanity. The roots of what was to become a process of medicalized mass murder can be traced to before World War I, when the intellectual atmosphere in Germany was already thick with notions of social Darwinism, militant nationalism, eugenic theory and anti-semitism, all part of a political tinderbox which smouldered after military defeat and was ignited by the National Socialist regime in the 1930s. The terrible consequences constitute the substance of these two books. Both tell essentially the same story of a programme of medical "euthanasia" cloaking a policy aimed at the systematic destruction of sick populations and involving the active participation of the caring professions.
Michael Burleigh, a British historian, has written a scholarly monograph which is more red-blooded than is suggested by his rather anaemic description of "an attempt to study the relationship between psychiatric reform, eugenics and government cost-cutting policies during the Weimar Republic and Nazi periods". Euthanasia was always implicit in the rise of eugenics and became a public issue in Germany after World War I with the publication in 1920 of the tract by Karl Binding (a lawyer) and Alfred Hoche (a psychiatrist) entitled 'Permission for the destruction of life unworthy of life'.2 The ways in which the euthanasia debate was subsequently perverted to justify the extermination of countless mentally and physically sick adults and children make up the core of Burleigh's book. The grim narrative is illustrated throughout with telling anecdotes and individual portraits which constantly remind the reader of the horror behind the documentation and the statistics.
Occupying centre-stage is the role of the medical profession in these events. In the course of the trial of Adolf Eichmann there was a memorable exchange between the judge and Eichmann's German defence counsel, who "declared the accused innocent of charges bearing on his responsibility for 'the collection of skeletons, sterilizations, killings by gas, and similar medical matters', whereupon Judge Halevi interrupted him: 'Dr Servatius, I assume you made a slip of the tongue when you said that killing by gas was a medical matter'. To which Servatius replied: 'It was indeed a medical matter, since it was prepared by
